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Abstract Understanding the behavior of network forensic devices is important
to support prosecutions of malicious conduct on computer networks as
well as legal remedies for false accusations of network management neg-
ligence. Individuals who seek to establish the credibility of network
forensic data must speak competently about how the data was gathered
and the potential for data loss. Unfortunately, manufacturers rarely pro-
vide information about the performance of low-layer network devices at
a level that will survive legal challenges. This paper proposes a first step
toward an independent calibration standard by establishing a validation
testing methodology for evaluating forensic taps against manufacturer
specifications. The methodology and the theoretical analysis that led
to its development are offered as a conceptual framework for develop-
ing a standard and to “operationalize” network forensic readiness. This
paper also provides details of an exemplar test, testing environment,
procedures and results.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents an approach – derived from courtroom admis-
sibility standards – for calibrating low-layer network devices employed
in collecting data for use in courtroom proceedings. The collected data
may be used to prosecute malicious conduct on networks or to seek le-
gal remedy for (or defend against) accusations of network management
negligence. While we specifically discuss our approach in the context
of aggregator taps, it can be generalized to more complex devices. The
model is offered as a first step towards filling a void created by manu-
facturers who provide general specifications for taps and switches that
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collect forensic data, but offer few guarantees about the actual behavior
of these devices.

Several factors are responsible for the lack of calibration regimes for
network forensic devices. In an intensely competitive market, vendors
often consider the architectural details and precise behavior of their
data-gathering network devices as proprietary. Purchasers select and
employ these network devices primarily for troubleshooting as opposed
to gathering evidence that would withstand courtroom scrutiny [18].
Furthermore, standards and precedents needed to establish the valid-
ity of data-gathering devices in legal proceedings are only beginning to
emerge. Consequently, even vendors who are interested in meeting the
requirements for forensic soundness do not have a set of best practices
for device testing and validation.

This paper deals with calibration testing of network devices. In par-
ticular, it focuses on the role of calibration in establishing a foundation
for expert testimony. While much consideration has been given to re-
covering forensic data and using it as digital evidence, little attention
has been paid to calibrating the hardware devices used to capture net-
work traffic and documenting how they behave “in the field.” With in-
formation technology and cyber-enabled activities becoming ever more
important factors in legal proceedings [17], the consequences of failing
to evaluate and validate the behavior of network forensic devices could
lead to inadmissible evidence and failed legal action.

2. Calibration Testing

Lord Kelvin, a giant in the field of measurement science, eloquently
described the role of calibration in an 1883 lecture to the Institution of
Civil Engineers [3]:

“I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about
and express it in numbers you know something about it; but when you
cannot express it in numbers your knowledge is a meager and unsatisfac-
tory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge but you have scarcely,
in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter
may be.”

Calibration is “the comparison of instrument performance to a stan-
dard of known accuracy in order to determine deviation from nominal
and/or make adjustments to minimize error” [3]. Calibration is con-
ducted when there is a need for confidence that a piece of equipment
performs as intended. Calibration testing can be conducted by profes-
sionals performing formal tests at a standards laboratory, by internal
experts using an in-house metrology laboratory, or even by users per-
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forming verification testing to ensure that the procured equipment meets
manufacturing specifications.

A formal calibration test is typically accompanied by documentation
that provides traceability to the standard used, the periodicity of the
calibration (the interval between tests that provides a continuity of con-
fidence that an instrument is performing within an acceptable band of
tolerance), and an expression of imprecision that takes into account the
potential for error in the test and/or test equipment [2]. A simple exam-
ple of calibration is the testing of weights and measures to ensure that
a customer purchasing a pound of flour from Merchant A is, in fact,
purchasing a full pound.

In the forensic sciences, calibration is employed to ensure that in-
struments used in the collection and analysis of evidence can be relied
upon [13]. For example, radar guns used by police to clock speeders
must be calibrated according to state or local laws. These laws also
establish the calibration regimes that specify the periodicity of testing,
testing documentation requirements, and the duration that records must
be maintained [22].

Evidence of radar gun calibration provides the foundation for tes-
timony that an individual was speeding [13]. Absent such evidence,
speeding charges may be dismissed [22]. Also, if the testing regime is
not followed precisely, a valid defense might be: “How do you, Mr. State
Trooper, know the radar gun was working properly?”

By analogy, if devices on a network are used to collect electronic ev-
idence, then the performance of the devices must be understood and
documented if the collected evidence is to survive similar courtroom
challenges. For example, if, at the time of a network incident, the be-
havior of the forensic device cannot be characterized as adequate for
recording relevant network data, a defense could be mounted that it was
“someone else” who violated the system. Hypothetically, it could be
alleged that significant numbers of packets could have been dropped. A
defense attorney might ask: “Why conclude that my client is responsible
when exculpatory evidence may be missing?”

3. Frye and Daubert Standards

Certain landmark court cases have established rules for admissibility,
which ensure that scientific forensic testimony is “relevant, material and
competent” [13]. Frye v. United States [23] established the standards
under which judges should accept expert testimony. Daubert v. Merrell
Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. [24] established that Rule 702 of the Federal
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Table 1. Frye vs. Daubert standards.

Frye Standards Daubert/Kumho Factors

Is the approach sufficiently Has the technique used to collect evidence
established? been tested? (Or can it be tested?)

Has the technique gained Has the theory underlying the procedure
general acceptance in its or the technique itself been subjected to
field? peer review and publication?

Does it require study/experience Does the scientific technique have a known
to gain special knowledge? or potential rate of error?

Does expertise lie in common Do standards exist, along with maintenance
experience and knowledge? standards, for controlling the technique’s

operation?

Rules of Evidence supercedes Frye. This decision was further enunciated
in Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael [25].

Table 1 summarizes the differences between Frye and Daubert. The
main difference is that Frye establishes the general acceptance standard
and some rules for the admissibility of evidence, while Daubert relaxes
those rules and allows judicial discretion. Frye has tended to support
the exclusion of evidence rather than its inclusion, especially when the
issue is in doubt. On the other hand, Daubert allows judges more leeway
in accepting evidence obtained by the application of new technologies.

Expert testimony is generally used in one of two ways: (i) the expert
explains evidence in a way that a jury can understand, or (ii) the issues
are so complex that only the expert can understand them; therefore,
expert believability is based on trust established with the jury [13]. In
the second instance, the opposing counsel may seek to discredit the
expert witness and his/her testimony. One strategy is to challenge the
testimony’s foundation by asking questions such as: “How do you know
this?” “How can you say this?” “How can we believe the validity of
what you say?”

Lack of personal knowledge of the science behind the testimony does
not bar a jury’s trust. However, the greater the trust expected of the
jury, the greater the burden to provide competent foundation that sup-
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ports both the credibility of the witness and the equipment used to
gather evidence [13]. This foundation does not identify the guilty party;
instead, it provides the basis for believing the expert’s testimony: “Here
is the tool I used.” “Here is the data that it describes.” “This is why the
tool works.” Calibration is part of that description and speaks to the
reliability and predictability of the tool.

In a review of several hundred pages of digital forensics testimony
involved in cases in the Pacific Northwest from 2000 to present, we dis-
covered that the technical competence of the evidence and the ques-
tioning of expert witnesses, ranged from minimally competent to highly
professional. In the cases examined, experts represented both the prose-
cution and the defense. Note that while federal government experts are
required to have demonstrated levels of expertise (usually manifested
by certifications), the expertise possessed by local law enforcement and
defense experts ranged considerably from case to case. In one instance,
an uninformed defense “expert” testified there were “100 bits in a byte”
and calculated network traffic flow based on this erroneous value [11]! In
some cases, a modest, even deficient, understanding of technology was
sufficient to introduce “reasonable doubt” in felony trials and persuade
juries to acquit the defendants [11].

The Frye and Daubert tests provide some protection against the use
of bogus scientific evidence and expert opinion. But in the end, par-
ticularly under the Daubert standard, the task of challenging inexact
science falls on the attorneys in the courtroom. While the legal bar’s
understanding of digital forensics is usually very limited, often allow-
ing technically incompetent evidence to go unchallenged, the state of
the practice is improving [13]. This makes the establishment of a proper
foundation for network evidence gathering even more important. In fact,
how other technical devices for gathering evidence (e.g., radar guns, mass
spectrometers and gas chromatographs) are maintained and presented
in courtroom proceedings provide insight into what will be expected of
devices used to collect network evidence.

One option is to suggest that only properly calibrated collection meth-
ods be employed, but this is not practical. Organizations are already us-
ing switches with span ports and aggregator taps with monitoring ports
to capture network forensic data [15, 16]. These devices are rarely, if
ever, calibrated to the extent that a proper foundation can be laid for
their data-gathering accuracy. To complicate matters, marketing lit-
erature for these devices claims “forensic capability” without defining
what is meant by “forensic” [5]. Network incident response personnel
frequently use the term “forensic” inaccurately to mean troubleshooting
(i.e., determining what happened so that the system can be fixed or re-
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stored), as opposed to collecting data that meets courtroom admissibility
standards.

Sommers [18] calls this forensics with a “little f” in contrast with
Forensics with a “capital F,” which seeks, in addition, to determine who
is responsible. While it is true that span port and aggregator features
were designed to support troubleshooting (forensics with a small “f”),
there is evidence that some entities are using these devices to collect
data for legal proceedings (forensics with a capital “F”) [4, 16].

Given the likelihood of increasingly sophisticated examination of ex-
pert testimony, courtroom admissibility requirements are expected to
become an important consideration for network devices (although at
present they do not appear to be quite so important). This provides a
window of opportunity for developing standards, tests and regimes for
network evidence gathering devices.

4. Baseline Testing

Absent vendor certification, it is necessary to develop a suite of stan-
dard tests for validating manufacturers’ specifications for devices used
for collecting forensic data. The testing would allow network traffic col-
lected for evidentiary purposes to be described competently during ex-
pert witness testimony. A suitable approach is to adapt network baseline
testing techniques for this task.

Baselining is defined as “systematically viewing network point-to-
point data flow to analyze communication sequencing, extract accurate
metrics, develop a technical synopsis of the network and make recom-
mendations” [12]. Quantitative statistical measurements are employed
to identify key network issues relevant to supporting the mission of an
enterprise [12]. Baseline testing can be used to provide assurances that
a network is stable and operating reliably and also to support decision-
making, e.g., the need for investment in increased network capacity. The
baselined period is usually one week, but some enterprises might expe-
rience monthly, quarterly and/or annual peak network loads, requiring
the analysis of additional baseline performance data [12].

Baseline testing typically employs devices such as protocol analyzers
to reveal network throughput performance. At a minimum, available ca-
pacity and utilization are determined; the latter is defined as the amount
of capacity used by a certain network segment over a specific time in-
terval that encompasses a typical business cycle [12]. Both average and
peak utilization are of interest in determining the appropriate capacity.

While the goal of baselining is to provide a basis for managing net-
work reliability, we believe that the testing approach can confirm the
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capacity of devices used to collect network forensic data for evidentiary
purposes. The test results coupled with an understanding of the base-
line performance of the network segment where the device is operating
would allow the forensic data gathered by the device to be character-
ized (e.g., providing a formal statement about data completeness at the
time it was collected). For example, if a network typically runs at 20%
capacity and if it is known from testing that the device functions at line
rate capacity under this condition, then an expert witness might assert
that the data collected from the device at that time is complete for all
intents and purposes.

To provide additional detail, it is possible to use a suite of typical at-
tacks to determine the likelihood that critical evidence is lost, including
under peak loads. For example, in scenarios where there is considerable
repetition of forensically-important packets (as in a DDoS attack), the
probability that evidence is lost may be quite small. In other cases,
such as a subtle attack involving privilege escalation, the probability of
evidence loss may be higher. Under specific scenarios, it is important
also to consider the perspectives of the prosecution/defense: Is there an
advantage for the data gatherer not to gather all of the relevant data?
Could a participant have interfered with the gathering of specific evi-
dence to the extent of causing packet loss? Regardless of the scenario, a
generalized model underlies the development of each calibration regime.

5. Calibration Test Model

We developed an exemplar case to create a model for calibration tests
that could provide an adequate foundation for expert testimony. We
identified a preliminary three-step process for devising a calibration test
regime to address foundation challenges (Table 2). Subsequently, we ap-
plied the process to a case involving the use of a Net Optics 10/100BaseT
Dual Port Aggregator Tap to gather forensic data.

5.1 Identifying Potential Challenge Areas

Given that organizations are already using switches and taps to cap-
ture forensic data, we limited the consideration of test subjects to swit-
ches with span ports and aggregator taps with monitoring ports. In
theory, important data could be lost if these devices are oversubscribed.
Furthermore, from the perspective of an expert witness, any lack of
knowledge about the behavior of these devices could potentially damage
his/her credibility with a jury.

Although more switches than taps are used for forensic purposes [16],
we examined only taps in our study. Taps function as pass-through de-
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Table 2. Validating foundation through network device calibration.

Step 1: Identify a potential challenge area and perspective.

– Identify Challenge Area: Ask how foundation testimony could be
subject to challenge if data is lost.

– Perspective: Expert testifying to completeness of data collection.

Example Case: An oversubscribed forensic tap could drop packets. Inade-
quate characterization of the circumstances when this might occur could be
used to challenge expert credibility, especially if comprehensive data collection
is claimed.

Step 2: Design calibration testing goals to support the challenge area (given
the perspective).

– Goal: Verify manufacturer’s specification; describe device behavior.

– Perspective: Expert witness determining whether it is reasonable to
expect that all relevant data was gathered.

Example Case: Validate tap capacity; determine when packets begin to be
dropped.

Step 3: Devise a test protocol.

– Purpose: Ensure sufficient documentation/assurance that the test and
test environment are appropriate for supporting expert testimony.

– Process: Develop a “comprehensive” suite of stress tests that examine
the behavior of the device in isolation.

Example Case: An external laboratory was selected for testing the tap and
a suite of tests created for a range of network traffic flows.

vices primarily at Layer 1 of the OSI model; switches function at Layer
2 or Layer 3 depending on built-in functionality. Typically, taps nei-
ther read/forward at the MAC address layer nor provide confirmation
of a link state (both these conditions are necessary in a Layer 2 device).
This makes taps simple to test and renders them neutral entities in the
forensic data collection process, i.e., they merely pass the data stream
without introducing latency. Because switches function at Layer 2 or
Layer 3, they may introduce latency in packet forwarding, making the
determination of data flow performance much more complex. In addi-
tion, manufacturers often treat embedded functionality as proprietary;
this may require the switch architecture to be re-engineered to properly
test its performance [4]. We selected the Net Optics 10/100BaseT Dual
Port Aggregator Tap. This tap operates between Layers 1 and 2 be-
cause it incorporates embedded logic that aggregates duplex traffic and
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forwards it to a monitor port. The tap was one of the first to be mar-
keted as a “forensic” device, when 1 MB buffers were added to provide
protection from network traffic spikes.

5.2 Designing Testing Goals

Our study focused on the ability of the Dual Port Aggregator Tap to
keep up with data flow at the manufacturer-specified rate. Thus, the
goal of the calibration test regime was to verify whether the tap could
handle the combined traffic of a single full duplex link when traffic is
at, or below, its 100 Mbps capacity [5] and to document any packet-
dropping behavior. Any traffic exceeding the capacity was expected to
fill the buffers up to 1 MB per side of the full duplex connection before
any packets were dropped. We also sought to determine when packets
would begin to drop. These goals became the basis for devising a test
regime.

5.3 Devising a Test Regime or Protocol

Certain laboratory capabilities were required to ensure that calibra-
tion testing would help certify that the equipment and practices met
acceptable standards. We began with two objectives for our test en-
vironment. The first was to obtain controllable traffic for pushing the
tap limits. The second was to isolate tap behavior from other behav-
iors so that the foundation could be laid for tap performance in any
environment, not just the test environment.

Isolating the tap proved challenging. Preliminary tests were unsatis-
factory at separating the tap’s behavior from NIC cards, the OS and the
switch. The first test employed the iperf utility (v.1.7.0), part of the
Knoppix-STD bootable Linux distribution. The second used the Fluke
Optiview Online protocol analyzer. (See [8] for details about both tests.)
The next option we considered was the Advanced Network Computing
Laboratory (ANCL) facilities at the University of Hawaii, Manoa with
multiple test beds set up specifically to eliminate external influences. We
selected the Spirent Test Center, a high-speed, local area network test
instrument designed to determine failure points in high speed networking
equipment [19]. It is capable of generating and analyzing wire-rate traffic
up to 10 Gbps, significantly higher than the vendor-specified 100 Mbps
limit of the tap.

A series of tests to verify the most basic aspects of the manufacturer’s
specification was designed and adapted from baseline testing techniques.
Since our challenge involved the loss of packets (or buffer overflow), these
were the first (and only) tests we included as part of Step 3. The tests are
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Test Port 1

Test Port 2

Monitor Port

Net Optics Aggregating Tap

Spirent Test Center

Aggregated
Data Flow

Figure 1. Aggregating tap test configuration.

by no means comprehensive, nor do they indicate anything unexpected
about the device (this was not the intent). Rather, the tests demonstrate
how a simple pre-courtroom calibration regime could be used to increase
the credibility of witnesses who testify about data collected using the tap.
In the future, we plan to consider malformed packets and to analyze tap
behavior in the presence of common network attacks, with the goal of
developing a comprehensive suite of exemplar tests.

The Spirent Test Center was configured as shown in Figure 1 to simul-
taneously transmit two equivalent data streams of homogeneously-sized
UDP packets to Test Ports 1 and 2. The data streams were aggregated
inside the tap and sent to the Monitor (forensic) Port where test data
was collected. UDP packets were selected to eliminate latency intro-
duced by the three-way TCP session handshake. Packet content was all
0’s.

Four tests, each lasting 30 seconds, were conducted with data streams
of consistently-sized packets of 64, 512, 1,500 and 9,000 bytes (Table 3).
A fifth test involved random-sized packets (Table 3). For each packet
size, tests were conducted across a range of data flow rates, expressed
as a percent of the tap’s 100 Mbps capacity. For example, the 50% and
51% data flow rate tests aggregated the rate of flow to the Monitor Port
equal to 100% to 102% of capacity.
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Table 3. Spirent Test Center test suite.

Packet Size (Bytes) 64 512 1,500 9,000 Random

Data Flow Rate (%) 30 seconds

10% X
30% X X X X
50% X X X X X
51% X X X X X
60% X

100% X

Packet Size (Bytes) 64 512 1,500 9,000 Random

Data Flow Rate (%) 300 seconds

51% X
60% X

With a testing goal of verifying the tap capacity, we designed a cal-
ibration test regime by adapting benchmark test parameters from the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Network Working Group RFC
2544 [6]. A series of duplex data streams from the Spirent Test Cen-
ter were configured to send 512-byte packets (representative of average
traffic) to the tap at varying rates of data flow expressed as a percent-
age of the tap’s 100 Mbps capacity. Several tests were conducted for a
duration of 30 seconds (marked “X” in Table 3). In addition, two tests
were conducted for a duration of 300 seconds to observe any change in
tap behavior. Oversubscription of the tap at a full duplex data flow
rate of 51% coming from each side was confirmed with data streams of
differently sized packets (64, 1,500 and 9,000 bytes, respectively) and
randomly-sized packets [8]. Table 3 displays the series of tests that com-
prised the test regime.

Table 4 presents the results of the 512-byte packet test. Packets
dropped when full duplex traffic was 51% or more of the tap’s 100 Mbps
capacity. At 10%, 30% and 50%, the Monitor Port received and for-
warded the aggregated flow from Test Ports 1 and 2. At or above 51%,
the Monitor Port was unable to forward the entire aggregated stream,
verifying the 100 Mbps capacity specification at the Monitor Port as
implemented by the manufacturer. The expected implementation of a
100 Mbps Monitor Port would forward the entire aggregated stream of
200 Mbps.

Figure 2(a) shows the graph of dropped packets for the 512-byte test
series. Note the sharp rise at 51% of tap capacity indicating the data
flow rate at which packets begin to drop. Figure 2(b) shows port average
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Table 4. Spirent Test Center results (512-byte packets).

Traffic Test Port 1 Test Port 2 Monitor Port Dropped
(% Tap Cap.) Transmitted Transmitted Received Packets

10 70,488 70,488 140,976 0
30 211,461 211,461 422,922 0
50 352,443 352,443 704,886 0
51 359,496 359,496 708,241 10,751
60 422,952 422,952 708,242 137,662

100 704,887 704,887 708,243 701,531
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Figure 2. Test results: (a) Dropped packets; (b) Average latency.

latency through the tap. Examining the data, allowing for the one second
test ramp up and one-half second period attributed to learning frames
and clock variations in the console PC, the tap begins to drop packets
four seconds into the test.

5.4 Predicting Packet Loss

Identifying where errors might arise in data collection is important
for providing a foundation for evidence. Therefore, we have developed
a probability curve for predicting packet loss in aggregating taps. The
relationship is given by:

Tsec =
Bfbits

BUbits/sec − TCbits/sec
(1)

where Tsec is the time to buffer overflow (seconds), Bfbits is the buffer
size (bits), BUbits/sec is the average bandwidth utilization (bits/sec),
and TCbits/sec is the maximum tap bandwidth capacity (bits/sec). Note
that Equation 1 specifies a linear relationship; however, in practice (i.e.,
outside a laboratory environment), variations in network packet sizes
and rates are typically represented by Gaussian functions. In fact, the
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probability of network packet loss in a large network is similar to that
in a broadband communications network, for which Gaussian functions
have been shown to be very effective [1]. Note that the ability to predict
packet loss further supports the task of identifying a potential challenge
area that could undermine the foundation testimony (Step 1 in Table 2).

Upon applying Equation 1 to the test case, we confirm the result in
Figure 2(b):

Bfbits = 1 MB × 8 bits

BUbits/sec = 102 Mbps

TCbits/sec = 100 Mbps

Tsec =
1 MB × 8 bits

(102 − 100) Mbps
= 4 sec

The tap manufacturer did not provide information on how the tap
implemented queue management; therefore, we assumed that the FIFO
algorithm was used. A more thorough analysis might require considera-
tion of alternate solutions. This would be more important in situations
where data was gathered under peak conditions, and even more impor-
tant if an attack on the queuing system could force the tap to drop
pre-determined packets.

6. Evaluation of Results

In a hypothetical case involving the collection of forensic evidence
using a Net Optics 10/100BaseT Dual Port Aggregator Tap that was
subjected to the calibration test described above, one might envision
the following dialog between the prosecution’s expert witness and the
defense attorney regarding the soundness of the evidence gathered by
the tap.

Defense Attorney : Are you confident of the data you collected using this tap?
Expert Witness: Yes, I am.
Defense Attorney : Why are you confident?
Expert Witness: I’ve tested this tap. I rely on it in the course of business.

I understand how it performs, that it drops packets at
4 seconds under maximum load test conditions. Our
network was functioning well below capacity during the
time in question. I am confident that the Monitor Port
captured all the data.
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Compare this dialog with what might transpire if the expert witness
had relied solely on the vendor’s marketing description:

Defense Attorney : Are you confident of the data you collected using this tap?
Expert Witness: Yes, I am.
Defense Attorney : Why are you confident?
Expert Witness: Well, the manufacturer states the tap has a 100 Mbps

capacity.
Defense Attorney : How do you know this to be true?

Have you tested this device?
Expert Witness: Well, no, I haven’t.
Defense Attorney : Then, how do you know that you’ve captured all the data

during the time in question? Isn’t it possible that packets
were dropped?

Expert Witness: Well, I’m certain we captured everything.
Defense Attorney : But you have no basis to be certain, do you?

The question might arise whether or not the test presented is suffi-
ciently precise to be useful in expert testimony. For example, it does not
take into account real-world variability of network traffic, buffer delays or
packet collisions. After all, probabilities associated with DNA evidence
can be as high as 1 billion to one, perhaps setting high expectations
for the precision of other scientific evidence. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that it has taken two decades to develop DNA as reliable science.
Accepted standards exist for DNA laboratories, for collecting and ana-
lyzing evidence, and for training personnel, but these have evolved over
time as both the science of DNA and legal case history have evolved [13].

In contrast, network forensic evidence is relatively new and the devel-
opment of standards is in the earliest stages. Moreover, the acceptability
of network forensic evidence has developed differently from DNA. Un-
like DNA evidence, where practitioners had to convince the legal system
of its validity through a series of court cases, network forensic evidence
already is considered admissible [13]. What we anticipate are legal chal-
lenges to the credibility of this type of testimony as the legal system
gains insight into the technology. We expect these challenges to drive
the development of standards, especially as cases that rely on network
forensic evidence are won or lost [13].

As standards develop, demands for precision of network forensic evi-
dence will evolve as a function of how crucial the evidence is to making
the case and whether or not precision would make a difference. Usually
criminal cases are based on a collection of facts, network data represent-
ing only one piece of the puzzle. Furthermore, it is often the situation
that network data is used to justify a search warrant that produces
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additional evidence, which adds to the weight of the case. Given the
current state of legal practice, the demand for precision under these
circumstances has been low. We believe this situation will change, es-
pecially as the defense and prosecutorial bars gain an understanding of
network forensics. Consequently, although the calibration test approach
presented in this paper is adequate for now, it is only a starting point
for developing standards for network forensic evidence.

7. Conclusions

Courtroom admissibility is expected to be a critical requirement for
network forensic devices in the future, although it is not so important at
the present time [4, 13, 16]. The calibration test methodology described
in this paper provides sufficient accuracy for establishing a foundation
for legal testimony pertaining to network forensic evidence [13]. Nev-
ertheless, as technology advances and legal case history and courtroom
challenges grow, it is expected that the standards of accuracy will evolve
and that an eventual calibration standard would include additional con-
siderations of precision.

Our calibration testing work is part of a larger research effort examin-
ing network forensic readiness [9, 10]. The idea is to maximize the ability
of an environment to collect credible digital evidence while minimizing
the cost of incident response [20]. Most approaches to network forensic
readiness center on tools and techniques, as opposed to a comprehensive
framework for enterprise-wide implementation [7, 14, 21]. To properly
embed network forensics, it will be important to determine the stan-
dards that will be applied to evidence and, thus, to consider the legal
challenges for which a foundation must be laid.
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